Popular Promoter
Loud and lots of fun. The life of the party, attention seeking with an appealing personality.
Love to tell stories, make friends easily but are never deeply involved in anything.
Personality Challenges
No follow-through
No fault people
Talk too much
Bore people with too long tails
Overdress descriptions and explanations
Exaggerate
Self centred
Do not listen
Do not pay attention to details
Do not pay attention to names
Fickle and forgetful as friends
Interrupt others
Disorganised
Immature
Difficulty in accomplishing tasks
Talk without thinking first
Like variety and flexibility
Accept more than they can handle
Bad memory
Constantly want praise
Make fun of embarrassing moments

Perfect Analyst

Popular Promoter at Work
Volunteers for jobs
Thinks up new activities
Looks great on the surface
Creative and colourful
Has energy and enthusiasm
Starts in a flashy way
Inspires others to join
Charms others to work
However,
in all they do they mean well
Personality Opportunities
To create a lift of Joy in times of trouble
The touch of innocence in a jaded era
The word of with when other’s are weighted
down
The lift of humour when others are
heavyhearted
A ray of hope to blow away black clouds
Enthusiasm and Energy to start over and over
again
The creativity and Charm to colour a drab day
The Simplicity of a child in complex situations

Deep and meaningful, attention to detail. Talented with a streak of Genius. Very serious, see the outcome
up front, talented and creative. Perfectionists.
Personality Challenges
Overly Sensitive, Quiet Disposition
See the end results first
Get hurt easily
Perfectionists
Procrastinate, waiting for the perfect timing
Too much Planning
Unrealistic Demands on Standards

Unique Being, so complex
not even known to him/herself

Perfect Analyst at Work
Schedule oriented
Perfectionist, high standards
Detail conscious
Persistent and thorough
Orderly and organised
Neat and tidy
Economical
Sees the problems
Finds creative solutions
Needs to finish what is started
Likes charts, graphs, figures, lists
Personality Opportunities
Depth to see into the Heart and Soul of Life
Artistic Nature to Appreciate the Beauty of the World
Talent to create a Masterpiece where nothing existed
before
The Ability to analyse and arrive at the Proper Solution
Eye for detail while others do shoddy work
The aim to finish what they start
The pledge, “If it’s worth doing, it’s worth doing right”
The desire to “do all things decently and in order”

Powerful Controller
Born Leader, take charge of situations and others. Strong willed and decisive, well organised. Delegate
work and thrive on opposition. Have little need for friends. Are usually right and excel in emergencies.
Personality Challenges
Compulsive Workers
Never admit Fault
Need to be in Control
Intolerant of other’s faults
Don’t know how to handle People
Constantly give Advice
Come on Strong
Argumentative and ready to Cause Trouble
Insistent, Inflexible

Powerful Controller at Work
Goal oriented
Sees whole picture
Organizes well
Seeks practical solutions
Moves quickly to Action
Delegates Work
Insists on Production
Makes the Gola
Stimulates Activity
Thrives on Opposition

Powerful Controllers are mostly right
but unpopular. Let someone else be right.

Personality Opportunities
Firm Control when others are losing theirs
Great decision makers
Gripping for Leadership
A willingness to take a chance in a doubtful situation
Confidence to hold true in the face of ridicule
Independence to stand alone and be counted
A road map to life when other’s go astray
An urge to “take arms against a sea of troubles and by
opposing end them”

Peaceful Supporter
Easiest of all Temperaments to get along with. Low key personality flexible, pleasant and inoffensive.
Very easy going, calm, cool and collected. Patient and well balanced people. Great Mediators and has
many friends.
Personality Challenges
Don’t get Enthused easily
Resist Change
Appear Lazy
Like to put things off
Are not motivated
Quiet will of iron
Don’t show Emotion
Like to sit on the Fence
Not Goal oriented

Unexpected, dry humour
which can pull others out of a serious mood

Peaceful Supporter at Work
Competent and steady
Peaceful and agreeable
Has administrative ability
Mediates Problems
Avoids conflicts
Good under pressure
Finds the easy way
Personality Opportunities
Stability to stay straight on course
Patience to put up with Provokers
Ability to listen while others have their say
The gift of Mediation, uniting opposite forces
Purpose of Peace at almost any Price
Compassion to comfort those hurting
Determination to keep your head while all around are
losing theirs
The will to live in such a way that even your enemies
can’t find anything bad to say about you

